The Light Path
Lecture #11 of Year Three

The Light Beings Speak

I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and wisdom.
And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of our existence,
manifest peacefully and lovingly.

Dearest Ones, as you enter into this stage of learning, you are understanding more and more that
the power of how you focus your thoughts, dreams, intentions and your actions is the determining
factor in the quality of your life. You are practicing being creators.
This dimension, not just the earth, but the Universe that She exists in, has been created by the
Great Being for souls to practice and learn creation. Existence must go on. All form dissolves
eventually and changes into essence. All light recedes into the vast what you call “dark matter”. It
is only through the process of creating that new form comes about. Your Higher Self, soul self,
Higher light body self, have been constantly creating your existence in alignment with the Divine
Being. As every representative of divine being, including Jesus, and many shamans teach, “As
above, so below. You will do as I do and greater.” They are not saying that to you to tease you.
They are calling you into your divinity. They are calling you into the pure creative process of
existence.
We invite you not to be fearful of letting go of form as you know it, whether the form is
knowledge, habits, emotions, and even organizing beliefs. These are all form essences. For in that
moment, when you detach from form as you have known it, and you allow yourself to go into the
unformed great darkness, the “black hole of existence” shall we say, it is in this surrendering to the
unknown, the unformed, that the spark of the divine moves you into new creating.
Much of your path up until this point has been to readjust what you have already created to a
functional positive peaceful way of living, or to dissolve forms that don’t suit you, so you could live
more in the light. This has been essential. This is the fulfillment of the creating -- to take all that
you experience and bring it to the light of consciousness, light of love, the light of peacefulness -but existence does not end there, for in the surrender to the emptiness of light is the possibility of
new birth.
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We invite you to make peace with the darkness within you, with the empty spaces, with the great
void of being, so a new spark of the divine can move through you. There will be moments when
you will still be healing old states of being and moments when you are ready to let go of all that is
known. As experienced spiritual path facilitators, this diversity of existence only enhances your
sense of being. It is easy to know that you exist in the beautiful light of consciousness and
fulfillment. It is more of a challenge to know your existence in the great void. That is where one
really surrenders to soul.
We want to encourage you, when you have those moments, where you feel empty, totally devoid
of all desire and form, to stay alive in those moments and let the divine move you into new
expressions of your existence. You will then experience yourself as a divine creator.
Bless you.
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